
Let’s tell you a story…. 

Meet the Dutch craftsmen behind the Picnic Launch 

To step aboard a Beaver picnic launch is to step into a story. A story of 

adventures ahead for you and your family and friends. And a story of 

craftsmanship as you experience at first hand the quality that comes with 

decades of Dutch heritage. Andrew Rogers explains how two of the finest 

launch builders – Wester-Engh and Rietschans  – in a country famed for its 

boat building prowess came together to create something very special.  

In fact, our story begins in the early 1970s with a tuba player in the Dutch Radio 

Philharmonic Orchestra. Joop Diepenbroek, father of current yard owner Robert-Jan 

Diepenbroek, had made a decision to follow his dream. As much as he enjoyed his 

musical career, Joop had long cherished the idea of starting a small boat building 

company. “My father bought a farm in Loosdrecht in 1974, not for the animals but to 

live in and use as his workshop and yard called Jachtwerf de Rietschans,” recalls 

Robert-Jan. “He started out by rebuilding and converting launches and punts, many 

of which had been used by government authorities as tenders.  

“It was a very different market than today, with boats being ordered exclusively for 

upper class clients who insisted on the finest woodwork. We stripped the original 

interior to the outer shell, rebuilding with teak and mahogany inside and creating a 

unique luxury launch. We were always working directly for the clients – we never built 

something on spec in the hope of selling it later. It was hard work but very rewarding; 

I started as a teenager and have been working on boats all of my life.”  

Timeless lines 

Also working for many years at the Rietschans yard was master-carpenter Jan Otter. 

It was Jan who designed together with Joop one of the all-new vessels which the 

yard started building after moving to larger premises. “The Beaver boats were based 

on the idea of blending the best elements of launches and the runabouts,” explains 

Robert-Jan. “Not a speed boat but more than just a traditional launch. The lines are 

timeless and very special, looking exactly right from every possible angle. And the 

Beaver designs were an instant success among Dutch connoisseurs of premium-

quality boating.”   

A new adventure 

Elsewhere in Loosdrecht, Paul Wismeijer, another entrepreneur with a story to tell, 

was embarking on a boatbuilding adventure that would eventually lead to a close 

cooperation with the Rietschans family. “In 1996 I started my company Wester-Engh, 

which was dedicated to building launches. To be honest I had imagined a completely 

different career than boatbuilding, although I did grow up living on the water with my 

parents. At a certain point they were looking for a launch that would suit their 

particular needs. They had no luck so I decided to build one for them. This was the 



start of a journey that saw me eventually giving up my studies in economics to 

become a full-time launch builder.” 

Because perfectionism is in his genes, every launch Paul has built since this period 

has been an improvement on the last. The Wester-Engh yard grew into one of the 

best-known in the Netherlands in this specialised market, based on a passion for 

perfection that Paul shared with Joop and Robert-Jan Diepenbroek.  

“Having both started out in Loosdrecht you automatically navigate your way to each 

other at boat shows,” says Paul. “It always felt very comfortable to be in the company 

of Robert Jan’s father, who was someone who would always guide you. We had the 

same desires, the same ideas and the same approach towards customers.”  

Teaming up 

It was in 2006 that Paul started discussing a more formal cooperative arrangement 

with Joop and Robert-Jan. Paul’s Wester-Engh yard had built some 500 classic 

launches and Jachtwerf de Rietschans had launched over 40 Beaver boats. “We 

wanted to broaden our model range,” remembers Paul. “I had a scale model and 

drawings of a concept but realised that the Beaver Picnic Launch was close to my 

idea and was a superb boat that had already proven itself many times over. We 

decided to join forces and use the larger Wester-Engh production capabilities to take 

this model to the next level together.”   

The partners have since built twelve boats together and have now merged their 

activities. “My father has passed away and it is getting harder to find the people with 

the right skills and knowledge of classic woodwork in the way that Paul has. We are 

in a niche market – there are not many in the world who are doing this kind of work 

the way we do it. When we do a rebuild we keep it authentic, with the best 

craftsmanship. Many people are building these boats but few if any have our 

background, experience and quality.”    

Paul agrees. “A launch of this quality consists of over 100 different parts and we 

believe that you must carefully think through every one of those parts and decide 

each time whether you can do things better. That means making everything possible 

yourself including buying in your own stainless steel for the rudders and building your 

own switchboards as well as the more visible signs of quality such as the wheel and 

the cleats, the seating and the deck. It’s much better to make things yourself as only 

then you can ensure maximum quality. And, of course, our clients become used to 

that quality and will always come back. This is helped us build up a close community 

of launch owners and fans.” 

Safe and sustainable  

In addition to looking fantastic, the launches are also extremely safe and sustainably 

built, beautifully finished to the highest possible standards in terms of technology and 

sailing performance. While many people initially consider buying one of these boats 



because they fall in love with the looks and the quality, once they’ve experienced 

how it feels to actually sail on board then there is no going back. 

Jachtwerf de Rietschans and Wester-Engh have always had the same approach 

towards their customers, who they say need to have a genuine passion for boating. 

“If we have to explain to potential buyers why our boats are so special they are 

probably the wrong customer. When owners come to us for a launch they can see 

and sense that we offer real boats. And that is where it starts, with these relationships 

with the customer and a desire to build the best boat for them and their family.”  

The American connection 

There is one more tale to tell – how these exclusive Dutch boats started making a 

name for themselves across the Atlantic. The new wave of Beaver Picnic Launches 

for sale are ordered and imported by Brett Aggen of Emerald Pacific Yachts but the 

boats first found their way to the States more than a quarter of a century ago.  

In the early 1990s an American gentleman went to a restaurant in Loodsdrecht and 

was instantly captivated by a boat he saw there. After offering the owner an amount 

he could not refuse, this became the first Rietschans Beaver to sail the waters of the 

US. When the owner later put the launch up for sale with Northrop and Johnson 

people started outbidding each other to pay over the asking price of $160,000, such 

was the instant attraction of the model. Seven different launches were ordered in the 

years ahead from Holland before the broker involved stopped work.  

Beaver revival  

That could have been that but, as Brett Aggen, co-owner of Emerald Pacific Yachts, 

explains, the American connection continued in a fresh way. “In 2004, a prominent 

Seattle man with a long history of owning a variety of yachts shared with me 

information about a 27’ Jachtwerf de Rietschans Picnic Launch he had found online. I 

researched this rare boat and found that it had a very good reputation. My client 

subsequently purchased this 2001 model in Rhode Island sight unseen and shipped 

her to Seattle, where we were all instantly enamoured with the boat.”  

“I continued to follow the manufacturer online until 2013 when I reached out to 

Robert-Jan and Paul to discuss pre-owned models and build a new model for the 

USA. In January 2015 we had the resources and connections to import a new Beaver 

so I toured Paul and Robert’s facilities and placed a deposit.  The boat arrived in 

Seattle and immediately began to turn heads as it cruised the Northwest waters.  

There is a real joy when you receive ‘two thumbs up’, comments such as ‘that’s a 

stunning boat’, and having people admire her out on the water and on the docks.” 

“Another new Beaver Picnic Launch was delivered in early 2017. Like every launch 

from these expert Dutch builders she has been customized to the client’s wishes and 

is the first Beaver to feature a windshield. The layout of the boat has also been 

adapted so that the helm is at the front of the boat rather than the centre. This was a 

challenging redesign for the yard but the result is exceptional. My goal is now to 



continue introducing the new 29’ Beaver Picnic Launch to the USA market using my 

26 years of boating connections… And the inherent quality of the boats!”   


